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Remarks on Matroids and Spemer's Lemma 
STANISLAW KRYNSKI 
We show that theorems of Lovasz [4] and Lindstrom [3] are direct consequences of earlier, 
non-matroid versions of Spemer's lemma [1,6]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are various known versions and generalizations of Sperner's lemma [5] (see, 
e.g., the references in [6]). In brief, they describe properties of (particular cases of) 
labeled simplicial complexes. Until the paper [4], however, the set of labels was never 
equipped with any special structure, except the structure of a complex, as in [6]. From 
this point of view, theorems of Lovasz [4] and Lindstrom [3] are essential extensions of 
Sperner's lemma, since the set of labels being admitted by them is a matroid. 
Lovasz [4] pointed out that Sperner's lemma [5] can be obtained from his result as a 
special case. On the other hand, Lindstrom [3] said the same with respect to Lovasz's 
theorem and his result. 
We show in this paper that both matroid versions [4] and [3] of Sperner's lemma can 
be proved directly from earlier, non-matroid ones, contained in [1] and [6], 
respectively. 
All concepts used in the sequel are well known from combinatorial topology and 
matroid theory, and therefore will not be explained in detail. For any set X, #X is its 
cardinality. For any natural number k, Nk = {I, 2, ... , k}. By S we denote a finite set 
of vertices. Any subset of S of cardinality d + 1 is called ad-simplex (0 ~ d ~ #S). The 
symbol Sd denotes the set of all d-simplices in S. 
Any function f: S ~ X, where X is finite, is called a labeling. In particular we 
consider X = Nk or X being a matroid. If X = Nd+1 then a d-simplex A E Sd is 
completely labeled by f if f(A) = Nd +1 • 
2. SPERNER'S LEMMA FOR NON-ORIENTED PSEUDOMANIFOLDS 
Let J( be ad-dimensional pseudomanifold with vertices in S. By Kd we denote the 
family of d-simplices belonging to J( and by aKd , the family of boundary (d -1)-
simplices. The following generalization of Sperner's lemma was proved by Gould and 
Tolle [1] by use of a complementary pivoting argument. It is also contained in several 
other papers (e.g. [2]) as a particular case. 
THEOREM 1 (d. [1, corollary 5.2.6]). Let I: S~Nd+l be a labeling. If aJ(d =0 then 
#{A E Kd: leA) = Nd+d == 0 (mod 2). 
We will apply Theorem 1 to prove Lovasz's theorem [4]. Our argument is in fact 
only a slight modification of Lovasz's one. It demonstrates, however, that a matroid 
structure is not essential for the new version of Sperner's lemma, and serves merely for 
identification of completely labeled simplices (in the combinatorial sense) with bases of 
a given matroid. 
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Let M be a finite set (not necessarily a matroid, for the present), #M ~ d + 1, and 
f: S-+ M, a labeling. Assume that there is given a sequence of d + 2 subsets 
Po, ... , Fd + 1 C M such that: 
Po=0, 
Fi-l C Fi, Fi-l =1= Fi 
We define the family ;Jjd+ t, 
Fd + 1 =M; 
(i = 1, ... , d + 1). 
;Jjd+l = {X c M: #X = d + 1, (Vi = 1, ... , d + 1) 
and the auxiliary labeling 10: S-+Nd+l 
(VV E S) 
Equivalently, lo(v) = min{i:f(v) E Fi}. 
From Theorem 1 we obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 2. If aKd = 0 then 




PROOF. One has only to observe that f(A) E ;Jjd+l iff 10(A) = Nd+1 • The conclusion 
results from the application of Theorem 1 to 10 , 0 
The corollary leads directly to Lovasz's theorem when M is a matroid of rank d + 1 
with the family of bases 00 and the rank function r. Let us assume that Fi for 
i = 1, ... , d are fiats and r(l\) = 1. One can easily observe that if these fiats, together 
with Po = 0 and Fd+1 = M, satisfy (2) then r(F;) = i for i = 0, ... , d + 1 and ;Jjd+l c 00. 
THEOREM 3 (cf. [4]). If aKd = 0 then the number of d-simplices A E Kd such that 
f(A) E g(J is not equal to 1. 
PROOF. Let A = {av ... ,ad+l} E Kd and W = f(A) be a base of M, W = 
{wv . .. , Wd+l}' We define fiats Fi = cl{wv ... , w;}, i = 1, ... , d + 1, where cl: 2M-+ 
2M is the closure operator in M. Let Po = 0. Then r(l\) = 1 and (2) is satisfied. 
Obviously, f(A) E ;Jjd+l. Corollary 2 implies that there exists BE Kd, B =1= A, such that 
f(B) E ;Jjd+l. But ;Jjd+1 C g(J, and hence f(B) is a base. 0 
3. SPERNER'S LEMMA FOR CHAINS 
The considerations of Section 2 can be lifted onto a higher level of generality by use 
of a generalized version of Sperner's lemma [6]. In this way we will obtain Lindstrom's 
theorem [2]. 
Let Sand Sd be as previously. For a finite set X we denote by ~(X) the set of all 
linear orderings of elements of X. Elements of ~(A) for A E Sd are called oriented 
d-simplices. For every A E Sd, d = 0, ... , #S -1, we arbitrarily fix a(A) E ~(A). Let 
pd be the set of the chosen oriented d-simplices, pd = {a(A): A E Sd}, d = 
0, ... , #S -1. The set ~(A) for any A E Sd consists of two equivalence classes 
represented by a(A) and -a(A): for fJ E ~(A), if fJ is an even permutation of a(A) 
then fJ = a(A); otherwise fJ = -a(A). 
Let R be a ring with 1. A d-chain over R is a linear combination Z of oriented 
d-simplices in S with coefficients from R. Due to the above-mentioned equivalence in 
~(A), a d-chain can be uniquely expressed as Z = EOEPd qoa, where qo E R (-a(A) is 
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interpreted as (-I)a(A), -1 E R). The boundary of ad-cycle Z is understood in the 
usual way and denoted by az. A subset C c Sd is a d-cycle over R if there are in R 
coefficients rA 4=0 for A E C such that a(~AECrAa(A» = o. This definition of a cycle 
differs from the usual one but it fits better for Lindstrom's theorem. 
The following result directly follows from [6]. For an oriented d-simplex a = 
(al> ... , ad+l) and a labeling I: S-+Nd+l> I(a) is the (d + I)-tuple I(a) = 
(/(at), ... ,/(ad+l»· 
THEOREM 4. Let Z = ~OEpd qoa be a d-chain over a ring R with 1, with vertices in S, 
and I: S -+ Nd+l> a labeling. If az = 0 then ~OEpd qoto = 0, where 
t = {Sign I( a) 
o 0 
if I( a) E 9P(Nd+1), 
otherwise, 
where sign I(a) = ±1 E R is the sign ofthe permutation I( a) of (1, ... , d + 1). 
Let us consider, in a similar fashion to Section 2, a set M with d + 2 subsets 
EO, ... , Fd+1 satisfying (1) and (2). Let f: S-+M be a labeling. The family flFd+l and 
the auxiliary labeling 10 are defined by (3) and (4), respectively. 
COROLLARY 5. If C C Sd is a d-cycle over R then the number of simplices A E C such 
that f(A) E flFd+l is not equal to 1. 
PROOF. From the definition of a d-cycle, there are rA E R, rA 4= 0 for A E C such that 
the d-chain Z = ~AECrAa(A) has the boundary az = O. From the application of 
Theorem 4 to the labeling 10 we obtain ~AEC rAtA = 0, where tA = sign 10(a(A» if 
10(a(A» E 9P(Nd+1), or tA = 0 otherwise. As can easily be seen, 10(a(A» E 9P(Nd+1) iff 
f(A) E flFd+l. Hence, the number of non-zero components rAtA in the above sum is 
equal to the number of d-simplices A E C for which f(A) E flFd+l. But ~AEcrAtA = 0, 
therefore this number cannot be equal to 1. 0 
Lindstrom's theorem can be obtained from Corollary 5, similarly to the derivation of 
Lovasz's one in Section 2 from Corollary 2. 
THEOREM 6 (cf. [2]). Let M be a matroid of rank d + 1, with the family of bases 9lJ. 
Let f: S -+ M be a labeling. If C is ad-cycle in S over a ring R then the number of 
simplices A E C such that f(A) E 9lJ is not equal to 1. 
PROOF. Exactly the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3 can now be 
applied. One has only to change Kd for C and to use Corollary 5 instead of Corollary 2. 
The conclusion then results immediately. 0 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have shown that no deep machinery of the matroid theory is needed to prove the 
theorems of Lovasz and Lindstrom. 
Our proof of Lovasz's result is basically the same as the original; however, we have 
separated in it the principal concepts of non-matroidal character from the specific 
properties of the label set (a matroid) used in the formulation of the theorem. 
In contrast, the proof of Lindstrom's theorem presented here is new, and is much 
simpler than the one given in [3] although some common ideas are evident. 
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